VoIP INTRUSION PREVENTION SERVICES

Monitor your voice infrastructure in real-time to protect against attacks aimed at causing service disruptions and to detect and prevent threats that exploit VoIP specific vulnerabilities with Clone Systems’ VoIP Intrusion Prevention Services (VoIP IPS)

Preserves the quality of service and protects your VoIP network in real-time against global emerging threats and vulnerabilities

- **VoIP specific Threat intelligence and signature updates** consistently updated from multiple security sources that details how to detect and protect against emerging threats and vulnerabilities targeting your voice network.
- **Preemptive protection** against common categories of VoIP attack techniques that include denial of service (DoS), unauthorized call monitoring, loss of control, service theft and call routing manipulation.
- **24/7 Monitoring and alerting** to block threats and vulnerabilities automatically in order to maintain the security and availability of your VoIP network.
- **Security Operation Center** monitoring your VoIP infrastructure, tuning the VoIP IPS to distinguish critical threats from false positives, and escalating as needed 24/7/365.

Addresses your business and compliance needs with executive level and detailed reports and dashboards enabling you to visually investigate the VoIP threats and vulnerabilities targeting your business

- **Actionable reporting** tailored to your business needs, compliance standards, and investigative requirements.
- **Customizable dashboards** providing a visual representation of VoIP threats and vulnerabilities allowing you to filter detailed security event information.

Call your friendly Clone Systems partner at 1.800.414.0321